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bruce timm (co-creator of batman: the animated series and modern-day cartoonist legend) complete signed sketchbook & sampler collection w/ custom case.you are looking at a near impossible to come by complete bruce timm convention sketchbook set. all 10 limited print and signed books from 2003-2013. these
books range from 500-1,000 print runs and are all signed and in excellent collectors condition. 7 of them are also hand-numbered. this set took me many years to complete.additionally, i have designed a beautiful one-of-a-kind case that the set fits perfectly in. it is sturdy and strong and fits perfectly on a book shelf. this
is an amazing quality item for bruce timm fans.the artwork features characters that range from various publishers so it will never be collected or reprinted.i only ship on saturdays, but will overnight it.buy: first issue of this. so cool. 2.5 stars 1 point by jordi p 26 days ago. sech are you doing something new again, bruce
timm? the issue is all good, but i think you could have made it 2 points higher. naughty and nice? that book is not worth those prices. 6 points by dad's ghost 2 days ago. you should go to kemart and buy this book. you're making a fool out of yourself. 6 points 4 points by thebreath 2 days ago. as a fan of bruce timm's

work i absolutely love this book! but as a collector myself i think they should have gotten it at $20-25. 6 points by thebreath 2 days ago. bruce timm should create more comics like this for people. 5.5 points 1 point by thebreath 2 days ago. what's with all the new books i don't think any of those original books they
mention were ever in print this current series isn't really anything special. 2 points by misterabber 2 days ago. $30 + shipping? this is ridiculous. i will pass. 4.5 points by peter.vanderhoeven 5 days ago. lol, some people might think that what he does isn't great art. but anyway, it's like "the book of naked women" it's okay
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